Predictors of hyperkalemia in the prereperfusion, early postreperfusion, and late postreperfusion periods during adult liver transplantation.
Hyperkalemia poses serious hazards to patients undergoing orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT), and its predictors have not been thoroughly examined. We retrospectively studied 1124 consecutive adult patients who underwent OLT. Hyperkalemia was defined as serum K+ > or =5.5 mmol/L. A total of 47 recipient, donor, intraoperative, and laboratory variables were initially analyzed in univariate analyses. Independent predictors of hyperkalemia in three periods of OLT (prereperfusion, early postreperfusion, and late postreperfusion) were determined in multivariate logistic regression analyses. Of 1124 patients, 10.2%, 19.1%, and 7.9% had hyperkalemia in the prereperfusion, early postreperfusion, and late postreperfusion periods, respectively. Higher baseline K+ and red blood cell transfusion were independent predictors of prereperfusion hyperkalemia. Higher baseline K+ (or prereperfusion K+) and donation after cardiac death donor were independent predictors of early postreperfusion hyperkalemia. Higher baseline K+, longer warm ischemia time, longer donor hospital stay, lower intraoperative urine output, and the use of venovenous bypass were independent predictors of late postreperfusion hyperkalemia. Several laboratory, intraoperative, and donor variables were identified as independent predictors of hyperkalemia in the different periods. Such information may be used for more targeted preemptive interventions in patients who are at risk of developing hyperkalemia during adult OLT.